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Var och hur skall vi slutförvara det
använda kärnbränslet?

Det råder politisk enighet om att använt kärnbränsle från svenska kärnkraft-
verk skall slutfbrvaras i Sverige. Ännu finns inget beslut om på vilken plats i
Sverige slutförvaret skall byggas. Inte heller är det beslutat vilken metod som
skall användas. Plats och metod for slutförvaret skall väljas med hänsyn till
säkerhet och miljö liksom till vårt ansvar att förhindra spridning av sådant
material som kan användas for att framställa kärnvapen.

Kärnkraftföretagen presenterade 1983, ger.om Svensk Kärnbränslehantering
AB(SKB),en metod för slutlig förvaring, KBS-3-metoden. I beslut 1984 om ladd-
ningstillstånd för reaktorerna Forsmark 3 och Oskarshamn 3 uttalade regering-
en att denna metod - som hade granskats ingående av svenska och utländska
experter - "i sin helhet i allt väsentligt befunnits kunna godtas med hänsyn till
säkerhet och strålskydd".

I samma beslut påpekade regeringen också att ett slutligt ställningstagande till
val av metod kräver ytterligare forsknings- och utvecklingsarbete.

Vem har ansvar för att det
använda kärnbränslet tas om hand

på ett säkert sätt?
Det är kärnkraftförclagen som har
det direkta ansvaret för att det an-
vända kärnbränslet h mteras och
slutförvaras på ett sä1.» / sätt.

Det bakomliggand'
nemanget ar att d
verksamhet har a
görs på ett säke t
omfattar också aH
avfall som uppst;ir

ten. Dessa tanke ;
uttryck i viktiga
energiområdet, b

r änna reso-
) n driver en

för att det
tt. Ansvaret

/ hand om det
• .d verksamhe-
>;ar kommer till
ar även på kärn-
*ärntekniklagen

(1984)och finansit • ngslagenl 1981).

Kärnteknik- och » -lansieringslagen
säger att kärnkraf • iretagen är skyl-
diga att bedriva GM forskning som
behövs for att det använda kärnbrän-
slet skall kunna tas om hand på ett
säkert sätt. Samma lagar ålägger
företagen att också svara för de kost-
nader som uppstår i samband med
hantering och slutförvaring av av-
fallet.

Det finns fyra kärnkraftföretag i vårt
land: Statens vattenfallsverk, Fors-
marks Kraftgrupp AB, Sydsvenska
Värmekraft AB och OKG AB. Dessa
fyra foretag äger gemensamt Svensk
Kärnbränslehantering AB (SKB). I
SKBs uppgifter ingår att i praktiken
genomföra det arbete som kärnkraft-
företagen har ålagts att utföra.

Staten har det övergripande an-
svaret för säkerheten kring hante-
ringen och slutförvaringen. Tre myn-
digheter-statens kärnbränslenämnd
(SKN), statens kärnkraftinspektion
(SKI) och statens strålskyddsinstitut
(SSI) - svarar för olika delar av den
statliga övervakningen av kärnkraft-
företagens avfallsverksamhet. Dess-
utom har regeringen tillsatt ett sär-
skilt organ, samrådsnämnden för
kärnavfallsfrågor (KASAM).

Se vidare omslaget/t bait re insida
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Introduction

This report refers to the project "Groundwater fiow and disper-
sion processes in fractured rocks" supported by the National
Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel (SKN), project number 96/85. This
project is related to the safety problems involved in the final
disposal of spent nuclear fuel in Sweden. The aim of the report
is to provide a discussion on modelling attempts for the calcula-
tion of transport and dispersion of radioactive material in the
geological barrier, i.e. more or less crystalline rock.

The report gives rise to problems that should be looked upon
closer and some hypotheses or ideas that could form a basis for
modelling studies.

Background

Planning for the longterm management of spent nuclear fuel in
Sweden is mainly devoted to studies of a repository deep down in
tight primary rocks (KBS-3 I-IV 1983). The safety philosophy is
based on the use of a number of barriers with such properties
that radioactive material will not reach the biosphere unless the
concentrations are acceptably low. This means that the barriers

should contain and isolate the fuel for such a long
time that a predominant par*" of the activity will
attenuate before the material could escape from the
repository

in a later phase should limit and distribute the
releases, which might occur, temporally and spatially
in such a way that the concentrations that reach the
biosphere will be acceptably low (KBS-3, Spent
nuclear fuel 1983).

Thus the fuel, with a very low solubility, should primarily be
encased in a copper container. In the repository the containers
will then be surrounded by thick and very dense layers of
bentonite. The geosphere between the repository - at a depth of
about 500 m - and the biosphere form the last barrier against the
spreading of radioactive material. The above-mentioned require-
ments imply that the functioning of the barriers must be studied
in a time span of millions of years. This extremely long time
together with more or less probable events (glacial period,
earthquake etc) which might affect the functioning of the
repository make a safety analysis very complex.

Such an analysis wight be more or less extensive but should
contain a number of steps which are common for different levels
of ambition (Bertozzi et al 1985):

identification and description of one or more
scenarios for radioactive release from the repository
modelling of the release of radioactive material from
the repository and its transport through the dif-
ferent barriers in accordance with the scenario
modelling of the dispersion of the radioactive
material in the biosphere and evaluation of thr
concentrations in different food chains



evaluation of the radiological consequcnci-s, cither
for individuals of for populations, based on radia-
t, iGI~i cXpOSUrC G *. i ISiC

identification of parameters that significantly
affect the model results
quantification of the effect of uncertain input data
on the model results and their credibility

The scenarios, which among other things define conditions for the
functioning of the barriers, offer part of the prerequisites
which are needed for more detailed studies of transport and
dispersion processes of radioactive material through the dif-
ferent barriers. As examples of such conditions one could mention
assumptions that the copper canister is defect or that the rock
fracture pattern will change in time. A complete analysis will
require identification of all events and processes which might
initiate and/or affect releases and further transports of
radioactive material from the repository. According to Bertozzi
(Bertozzi et al 1985) such processes and events can be divided
into four cathegories of scenarios:

1. Scenario for a normal development which refers to
events and processes that will occur with certainty.
Parameters and assumptions which are used for the
calculation of the consequences of such an scenario
are based on extrapolations into the future of
present and passed geological and climatological
trends and it is supposed that the repository will
not be disturbed by external events (natural or
caused by man).

2. Scenarios for a changed development due to the occur-
rence of events and processes whereby the normal
situation is disturbed but not so profoundly that an
entirely new scenario is created. This means that
values of parameters deviate from the normal interval
and that probabilities for the phenomena are con-
sidered.

3. Scenarios for which other models must be used for an
assessment of the consequences of a release öf
radioactive material - for instance glacial erosion
or human interactions. The probability for the events
should be considered at the risk analysis.

4. Very improbable events which can cause sudden and
direct release to the biosphere. One example is given
by meteorite impacts.

In practice the number of scenarios has to be reduced.

Five computational cases (or scenarios) are mentioned in KBS-3
(Spent nuclear fuel - KBS-3, part IV 1983 (in Swedish)):

A. Central case

The canister deteriorates successively during 10 to
10 years. The groundwater flow is 0.1 l/(m xyear).
Reducing conditions in the rock. Migration distance
100m.

B. Initially damaged canister



On the whole the same conditions as for A but one
canister is supposed to leak after 10'- years.

C. Oxidizing conditions

The same conditions as for A but oxidizing conditions
in the rock which affects the solubility and sorption
for uranium, neptunium, plutonium and technetiura.

D. Colloid transport

Irreversible sorption on particles. Transport of the
particles without retardation in the rock.

E. Peat bog recipient

Same input data as for A but the recipient of the
biosphere is supposed to be a peat bog which is used
for improving soil properties after 10000 years.

Besides extreme events such as earthquake, glacial periods are
discussed briefly. A and E can be referred to the first cathegory
of scenarios (normal development) whereas B, C, D might be
referred to the second type (changed development). In the latter
case, however, probabilities for the events are not included.

The choice of scenarios can of course be discussed. One could
think of unfavourable variations or combinations of the cases B,
C, D, such as:

many canisters are deteriorated after a short time

the sorption mechanism does not work (transport by
means of colloids or small particles) and one or rcore
canisters deteriorate quickly

For the five scenarios A - E radioactive material leaks from the
canister to the geosphere under different circumstances. Further
transport of the material is supposed to take place in the
groundwater (saturated zone) in the fracture system of the rock.
From the point of view of safety it is important to be able to
assess the times which pass until the radioactive material
reaches the biosphere. Equally important are the concentrations
of the radioactive material when entering ..he biosphere. This
transport is extremely complex and involves a number of different
processes and phenomena but all of them are more or less depen-
dent on the movements and spreading characteristics of the
groundwater. These have to be known as a basis for assessing the
function of the geological barrier.

Considering the very long time perspective, the uncertainty about
factors controlling the groundwater flow and inadequate !'nowledge
about other phenomena (such as sorption) it will not be possible
to give a distinct answer concerning the function of the geologi-
cal barrier. One possible method of making an assessment - a
kind of risk assessment - is based on a definition of scenarios
for which the transport and dilution is calculated cconsidering
the uncertainty of control factors. This mentis that probability
distributions for the factors (such as fracture characteristics)
are introduced into the calculations and will give rise to



probabilities for different concentrations of the radioactive
material spatially and temporally.

Another approach of a more deterministic nature could be that
necessary assumptions which are required for the calculations of
the transport to the biosphere (for instance regarding the
conductivity of the rock, flows etc) are always made realistic
but on the conservative or "safe" side (i.e. using a constant but
too high conductivity). Such a method should - for each scenario
- bring about a distinct answer concerning the release to the
biosphere which would not be exceeded by a large (but unknown)
probability.

The two approaches do of course differ from each other but might
perhaps primarily be considered as representations of different
levels of ambition as far as the description of flow and spread-
ing concerns. The aim of the latter method is above all to give
a limiting measure of a possible release while the former method
displays a spectrum of possible spreading events. Data require-
ments on rock properties etc will of course be largest in the
former case where knowledge on probability distributions for
fracture characteristics etc are needed. It should, however, be
emphasized that conservative assumptions also presuppose some
information on probability distributions for different factors
influencing the spreading process. This indicates that the data
needs in practice do not differ in a significant way. With this
in mind and the fact that releases of small probability might
have severe consequences for the environment one should aim at a
description which is as complete as possible thus implying the
first approach. The deterministic method has been used in the
KBS-investigation. According to Bertozzi (Bertozzi et al 1985)
the present trend as far as consequence studies of repositories
concern is mainly directed towards the probabilistic method.

Model philosophy for flow and dispersion in the geological
barrier.

An analysis of the function of the geological barrier requires
some kind of model for the behaviour of the groundwater and the
radioactive material in the porous system of the rock. Before
the development and use of such a model a number of fundamental
questions has to be considered concerning:

choice of model type. One could distinguish between
at least two categories in the field of groundwater
flow. The first one - being of a more global and
empirical character - is based on Darcy's law and
considers the groundwater flow as a phenomenon
continuous in space. In the second category of models
one tries to describe the flow in single pores and
fractures - a so called discrete approach

identification and description of factors, physical
processes etc which are important for the groundwater
flow and for the spreading of the radioactive materi-
als. This point is of course very complex and
contains a lot of problems of both hydrodynamic and
physical/chemical nature. The first kind could be
illustrated by the question if water behaves as a
Newtonian liquid in the very small fractures, by the



question how the flow is described in single frac-
tures and how spreading to other fractures takes
place. The second kind of problems could be il-
lustrated by the question of the description of
sorption of radioactive materials on fracture
surfaces and the problem of diffusion of material
into the rock matrix

the possibility of determining parameters or coeffi-
cients involved in the description of flow and
spreading. Application of Darcy's law requires
numerical values of the conductivity while the
discrete method demands knowledge of the geometry of
single fractures and of the hydraulic connectivity
between different fractures. As far as chemistry is
concerned knowledge is for instance required about
sorption coefficients for a number of radioactive
compounds. Model calculations also presuppose that
driving factors - hydraulic pressure gradient for
instance - could be defined as well as the initial
condition of the geological barrier and the way that
radioactive material is introduced into the barrier.

Thoughts and ideas will developed and discussed centred around a
number of questions which are relevant for flow and spreading in
fractured rocks and which could be related to the three above-
mentioned subgroups of model philosophical nature.

Model types

The way of modelling a groundwater flow is among other things
dependent on the specific nature of the flow problem and the
spatial scale. In general one could talk about different spatial
scales in flow calculations:

local scale which means that the scale is so small
that for instance point velocities in tubes or pipes
are of interest. Such a description depends on data
of molecular-physical nature (viscosity, diffusion
etc).

scale which corresponds to single flow paths. This
means that average values from local parameters are
formed across finite water volumes. In this way one
would obtain the mean velocity in a pipe cross
section or a single pore.

macroscopical scale which - in the case of groundwa-
ter flow - means that the geometry of the pore system
is not considered. Instead an equivalent continuous
medium is defined by averaging across a large volume
of the porous medium containing a large number of
pores.

The three scales of course correspond to different model types
for the groundwater flow. A meaningful analysis of a specific
problem requires that the model type is based on scales which are
smaller than (or at most equal to) the spatial scale of the
problem. In the former case (smaller scale) very detailed
calculations might be performed which by averaging across a



suitable area (volume) later can be transferred to an answer in
a large scale. The opposite is of course impossible.

A few points of view of general nature could be mentioned as to
the connection between scale and model property. Models with the
smallest scale become very complex and require a detailed
knowledge of the flow geometry. On the other side the flow
equations are known - Navier-Stokes' equations for laminar flow
and the physical coefficients which are needed for the calcula-
tions (such as viscosity) are properties of the medium (water)
and are universally valid. The larger the scale is made the
simpler will the models be - generally speaking. This is achieved
at the expense of a "lumping together" of different physical
processes by averaging and the coefficients that are part of the
model become more difficult to interpret and also site-dependent
necessitating extensive calibrations.

In order to make the above-mentioned discussion on scales more
obvious an example with a three-dimensional pipe network is con-
sidered. Fig 1, contained in a rectangular box. Uater is let into
the pipe network with a constant pressure p^ at one short side
and leaves the network with a lower pressure at the other short
side. Knowledge of the network characteristics and with an
assumption about laminar flow the velocity distributions in
different parts of the network can be calculated by means of
Navier-Stokes equations (local scale). The discharge distribution
(Qut(x,y)) could thus be determined. If we were only interested
in the total discharge through the network an integration could
be made of Qut(x,y) and Q t o t ai will be obtained (macroscale). If
there is no detailed knowledge about the network and if only
(Jtotal is of interest one could think of macroscopical measure-
ments being made on the entire network so that an empirical
relation is obtained between flow and pressure difference - for
instance Q-const*(p^-p2) where the constant const is dependent on
the specific network configuration (site-specific). Qtotai *-s

then calculated by insertion of a known pressure difference and
known "conductivity const". In practice it is generally not
possible to investigate the entire flow area experimentally (the
barrier or the network) but one measurement will only be relevant
for part of the area, Fig 2. The interesting and very important
question will then arise as to the representativity for the whole
area of a conductivity determination for a subarea. Put in
another way one might ask what size of a subarea should be
averaged in order to get a relationship which is representative
for the whole area. Such questions are usually discussed in terms
of REV (Representative Elementary Volume) which should be a
measure of the smallest volume of the geosphere that must be
investigated. The idea is that investigations on the conductivity
in successively larger volumes of a porous medium should give a
relationship which is levelling out according to Fig 3, i.e. the
medium is homogeneous for spatial scales larger than the scale
corresponding to REV. From the point of view of the flow this
should mean that a large enough volume contains so many pores
(fractures) that their total water conducting ability is repre-
sentative for the total volume of the porous medium. In practice
the conditions could of course be more complex - large-scale
inhomogeneities might disturb the levelling effect, Fig 4, for
instance due to the existence of areas of different materials,
different ways of generation. A representation of such an area
should thus be based on efforts to delimit different subareas



which are considered to have approximately homogeneous proper-

ties.

A further complication with the REV-concept is that it might be
difficult in practice to determine which area of a porous medium
(rock) that is affected by a measurement to characterize the
water conducting ability - for instance by means of injection of
water into the rock from part of a borehole, isolated by packers.

In order to illustrate the REV-concept a very simple example will
be discussed. Consider a porous medium consisting of parallel,
equally sized tubes. The space between the tubes is non-conduc-
tive. The tubes are randomly distributed across the cross section
in such a way that the number of tubes in an arbitrarily chosen
located area (area - A) in the cross section is Poisson-dis-
tributed, i.e. the frequency function is , Fig 5.

where

x — 0,1,2 .....number of tubes

A - average number of Cubes (E(£)) ~ 1
X - variance - a

It is furthermore supposed that no correlation exists between the
number of tubes in two different areas A - i.e. £ for different
areas A are independent landora variables.

If a pressure difference p^ - P2 is maintained in a tube with
length L a flow is obtained (laminar flow) according to Navier-
Stokes eqs (Poiseuille flow):

Q . = k - ̂ ---? = k, • £ (2)
tube 1 L 1 dx

where

k^ - constant which depends on tube geometry and viscosity

Now suppose that we want to characterize the conductivity of the
medium in macro-scale by means of an empirical relation:

where

Q - water flow/surface unit area perpendicular to the flow

direction
K - conductivity which should be representative for a very

large volume of the medium

This is possible as the medium is homogeneous in a large enough
scale and the theoretical, representative K-value can easily be
calculated as there on average should be one tube per A m cross
sectional area, giving:

n - k ' -p A • K ^
tube 1 dx dx

from which

K -i
theo A o



In order to obtain evaluations of the K-value experiments are
performed on different subvolumes of the medium according to Fig
6 in such a way that the flow Q is measured for the applied
pressure difference p-̂  - p£. We have now got a possibility to
quantify the uncertainty in the determination of the K-value for
cross sections of different sizes in the experiment.

Let

S =
n x.

i

be the sum of the number of tubes in the experimental volume with
cross sectional area n.A. x^ is the number of tubes in subarea
number i with area A. Sn will then be a random variable which is
the sum of a large number of identical and independent random
variables. The mean value of Sn, E(Sn), is n.A and the variance
V(Sn) - n.A. According to the central limit theorem one gets
(approximately) for the probability that Sn will deviate at most
5% fcom the mean value:

P (0.95 n X S < 1.05 n X) =
n

/ n X • n X
- 1

(4)

where

/2*
dy

Ex A - 1 slh

n = 10
n - 100
n - 1000

0.13
0.38
0.89

i.e. if the mean density of tubes is 1 tube/dn^ a volume with the
cross sectional area 1000 dn^ = 10 n^ has to be investigated in
order to make sure that the number of tubes will not deviate more
than 5% from the representative number (with a probability of
0.9). This corresponds to the same uncertainty of the K-value:

0.95k, 1.05k,
< K <

If the tube areas are distributed randomly too the investigated
cross sectional area must be increased further.

Darcy's law - applicability and limitations

The classical method of describing water movements in a porous
medium is based on Darcy's law which in its simpliest form - for
flow in the x-direction only - is written as:

where

- K • -- (h)
x dx

KJJ - conductivity (m/s)
h - p/7 + z - pressure head (m

(5)



qx - Darcy velocity (m/s)

Darcy's law can be generalized to flow in several directions and
to inhomogeneous, anisotropic material by letting K be spatially
and directionally dependent.

Darcy's law is an empirical relation on macroscopic level which
originally was formulated for flow through a sand filter for the
purpose of water supply (Darcy 1856) - i.e. for a homogeneous
material consisting of small sand grains. The aim was only to
relate the total flow Q t o t through the sand filter to the
pressure head drop and the empirically determined Revalue was
representative for the sand material (grains = 1 nun, filter area
1 m2), Fig 7.

It should be observed that the Darcy velocity
Q t o t /c\

qx = — (6)

i.e. the average velocity that the water should have if there was
no sand in the filter (or more generally the porous medium). If
the porosity 4> is known a "real" average velocity (same average
velocity in the x-direction) can be defined for all pores:

Ux = qx ' * ( 7 )

Of course Darcy's law with qx or U x does not say anything about
the detailed flow structure in the real and very complex pore
structure. In a cross section of a homogeneous and uniform
material as that of a sand filter the real velocity distribution
(average velocity in single pores) should be similar to the one
sketched in Fig 7 - Ux. This is supported by certain detailed
measurements with laser anemometer of the velocity distribution
in porous material made of spherical perspex balls (Dybbs 1984).

Fig 8 shows the experimental set-up with a cross section through
a cylinder built up of many layers of balls and with measurement
section indicated by two horizontal lines. In Fig 9 measurements
are shown of the axial velocity (out of the plane of the paper in
Fig 8), both in perspective and along a line in the measurement
section. A wall effect with increased velocity can be observed
between the outmost ball and the wall. Besides that the velociti-
es are relatively constant.

Experiments have shown that the linear form of Darcy' law (Eq 5)
is valid for:

q • d
Re = * < x

v
where

d - length scale for the pores (grain diameter)
i/ - kintmatic viscosity

The flow in the pores is then of a creeping nature - i.e. laminar
and with the nonlinear terms negligable in Navier-Stokes'
equation. If the Darcy velocity is increased the nonlinear terms
of Navier-Stokes' equation start to be significant and Darcy's
law becomes nonlinear (up to Re = 150) . For Re > 350 the flow
changes from laminar to an unsteady, chaotic state which re-
sembles turbulence.

10



In porous medla with nonuniform grains - i.e. a large spread of
the pore or fracture sizes - one can of course not expect fairly
similar velocities, Fig 10.

Passive transport of radioactive substances with the advection in
the pore or fracture system is a possible process concerning the
spreading of radioactive substances from a repository. The
application of Darcy's law is one way of evaluating this advec-
tion. Judging from the discussion above Darcy's law can provide
a fairly realistic notion of the advection if

the spatial scale of the flow is large compared to
REV
K can be determined

The first point can be discussed in relation to a hypothetic
spreading process from a repository. According to the Swedish
proposal for a repository the spent fuel will be stored in a
large number of copper canisters - approximately 5 m high, Fig 11
- 500 m deep down in the rock.

With horizontal groundwater flow the maximun length scale will be
5 m if the whole cylinder is destroyed. In this distance there
are probably only a few fractures as REV for the Swedish rock
certainly is much larger than = ">00 m (Robinson 1984). An indica-
tion of the flow structure in a rock and consequently on minimum
length scales for REV is given by the so called 3-D tests which
have been performed in the STRIPA project (Abelin et al 1985).
Roof and walls in a tunnel system. Fig 12, - with the large
tunnel approximately 100 m long - were covered with 400 separate
cloths for water collection so that the flow structure of the
rock could be measured. It was observed that

250 cloths were dry
125 cloths were wet

out of which

12 cloths represented 50% of the flow
1 cloth represented 10% of the flow.

It is of course possible that the initial scale is much smaller -
corresponding to corrosion from one single fracture plane
through a cylinder, Fig 13.

It is thus obvious that the radioactive substances after a
release from a canister - at least in the vicinity of the
repository - will be located in a rock volume the extent of which
perpendicular to the flow direction is much smaller than REV.
Consequently the geometrical properties of single fractures will
be important for a definition of boundary values for the calcula-
tion of further spreading in the rock. If the flow in a fracture
for simplicity is represented by a Poiseuille flow between two
parallel planes one obtains that the average velocity U for a
given pressure gradient dh/dx (Fig 14) is:

o = _ * . _I- . b
2

dx 12u
(8)

11



The advectional velocity U is thus proportional to the square of
the fracture width b. If a single fracture at the repository can
have widths within a large interval the variation of the advec-
tion will consequently be amplified (if b varies ten times U will
vary 100 times). The only thing that the Darcy method would
provide was U = Darcy vel/porosity, i.e. a kind of average
situation.

Another parameter - besides the advection - which is essential
for the transport process is the amount of radioactive material
that is carried from the repository. If it is supposed that the.
groundwater at a leaking canister is saturated with radioactive
material (concentration C Q ) the groundwater flow Q (m /s) passed
the cylinder will be decisive for the the flow of radioactive
material into the geosphere ( Q . C Q ) . The Darcy law will also in
this case give a bad description of the initial phase at the
repository due to the smallness of the length scale of the
repository in comparison with REV for the rock. Darcy's law will
thus only give an average picture (Fig 15):

Q - A.K.dh/dx (9)

where
A = representative flow area = cylinder height x cylinder

diameter
h - pressure head

The real flow passed the repository can, however, deviate
considerably from the Darcy flow due to the fact that the number
of fractures at the repository is far too small for their total
flow to be representative for the rock in REV-scale. If, for
instance, only one fracture - Fig 13 - crosses the repository one
gets for the groundwater flow Qv:

y = U • A = - ^ . -i- . b 2 • b • D (10)
v v dx 12M

where

D = cylinder diameter

i.e. Q v -v b at a given pressure head gradient.

The flow of radioactive substances will thus be heavily dependent

on the properties of single fractures.

If, on the other hand, the release of radioactive material is
controlled by other factors so that - as another extreme (in
comparison with saturation C.Q) - one has constant leakage as to
the amount of radioactive material per time unit, the initial
concentration c of radioactive substances is affected in direct
proportion to the flows Q and Q v respectively (Eqs 9 and 10).

Dispersion equation - applicability and limitations

Radioactive substances in the groundwater can - besides advection
- also be transported and spread by dispersion. In a macro-scale
calculation of the transport and spreading process is normally

12



based on the dispersion equation which in its one-dim form is
written as:

H *»• H • k <". n> (11)

where

c - concentration of a radioactive material
U = advection velocity
Dx- macroscopic dispersion coefficient

In groundwater flow problems the dispersion equation is normally
used in connection with the Darcy law, i.e. the porous material
is considered to be substituted by an equivalent, continuous
medium with the advection velocity U - \±/4> (from Darcy's law) and
a dispersion coefficient Dx. As Darcy's law is a very simplified
description of the groundwater flow the spreading (diluting)
effects of the real flow in pores or fractures must be incor-
porated in the coefficient Dy. It will thus contain spreading due
to:

molecular diffusion
velocity distribution in a single pore (Fig 16a)
different lengths of flowpaths for particles that
start from almost the same point - both longitudinal-
ly and laterally (Figs 16b,c)

This means that Dx in practice is very site-specific and an
empirical parameter. It should be emphasized that Eq 11 implies
that spreading takes place in a continuous medium. Two dimen-
sional spreading in homogeneous, isotropic medium from a con-
tinuous line source will thus give rise to gaussian concentration
profiles, Fig 17.

The use of the dispersion equation (normally with constant D) for
the description of spreading processes in porous or fractured
media is a more or less good approximation of the reality just as
the case is with the use of Darcy's law. Dispersion calculations
according to Eq 11 (or the two- or three-dimensional extensions)
- normally with constant dispersion coefficient - are based on
certain assumptions concerning the flow in the porous medium
which could be illustrated by the deduction of the dispersion
equation in a statistical way. Scheidegger (Scheidegger 1963)
utilized the random-walk process and based his deduction on three
assumptions:

the porous medium is homogeneous and isotropic
the movement of a water particle during a small time
step is independent of the movement during other time
steps
a pollution particle follows the laminar flow
passively in the pores

Referring to the one-dimensional case the idea can be illustrated
by a particle which moves in steps (for constant time intervals
r) along the x-axis with the length of each step being an
independent random variable, £, (it might be superposed by a
constant movement given by the advection velocity U), Fig 18.
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In the limit with r->0 and a large number of steps the central
limit theorem gives that the particle concentration at a certain
time will be gauss i an distributed and will be described by a
dispersion equation of type Eq 11 with the dispersion coefficient
defined by:

Dx - a.U (12)

with
a — constant - geometrical dispersivity

The dispersion equation has thus emerged as a result of assump-
tions that the movement of the polluting particles can be
described as a large number of independent, incremental steps.

In two dimensions (x,y) with advection U the random-walk theory
gives (where also independent movements in the y-direction exist
for each incremental time step r). Fig 19:

3x 3 3y

where

Dx, D - dispersion coefficients in x- and y-directions

On the basis of this background to the dispersion equation one
could pose two questions which are relevant for the way of
describing dispersion in a porous or fractured medium:

how should one combine the random-walk approach with
the apparently entirely laminar and thus determinis-
tic flow in pores or fractures
how many independent steps are required for a
gaussian distribution to occur according to the
central limit theorem and with a specified accuracy

As to the first question one would imagine that theoretically a
number of particles which start from one and the same point in a
pore should move along the same streamline and would thus not be
subjected to any spreading beside the effect of molecular
diffusion. That is not the case in reality but instead the
spreading is much more pronunced. One way of understanding the
reason for this is to notice that streamlines that are very close
to each other at one point will diverge significantly later on
due to the complex pore structure. Small changes as to the
location of a particle, point A, Fig 20, because of molecular
diffusion (random process) will cause the particle to move into
a neighboring streamline which has quite a different path, even
if the pore water velocities close to point A are very similar.
After a long enough path downstream (from plane P-̂  to plane P2)
the velocities are independent of each other and thus a random-
walk step has been covered in both x- and y-directions. A
prerequisite for the latter one is that good connection or
interconnectivity exists between the pores in the y-direction -
as is the case for a fairly homogeneous sand material - so that
a lot of flow paths exist from plane A, point 1, to plane 2. The
applicability of the dispersion equation might be discussed in
terms of length scales for random-walk steps in relation to
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length scales for the specific spreading problem. Thus the
dispersion equation might be applicable if the former scale is
much smaller than the distance from a release point for a
pollutant to the plane where the concentration of it is studied.
If the opposite case applies to the length scales, one could not
expect a gaussian distribution for the pollutant concentration
but the local properties of the pore or fracture pattern will
instead be decisive, Fig 21.

As far as the second point concerns the number of independent
steps which will be necessary for obtaining a gaussian distribu-
tion, will depend on the distribution of the individual steps and
the accuracy requirements when approximating the gaussian
distribution. For instance Robinson (Robinson 1984) has made
calculations for exponentially distributed random-walk steps and
has shown that even after 50 steps of that type a significant
difference exists between the gaussian distribution and the
distribution for 50 steps, Fig 22. Such calculations have
practical implications when performing field experiments for the
determination of the dispersion coefficient D in accordance with
the dispersion equation. There must be a large enough distance
between the release point and the detection plane for the tracer
so that the sum of imaginary random-walk steps is approximated by
a gaussian distribution.

A number of circumstances do, however, indicate that the con-
ditions for the application of the dispersion equation in its
two- or three-dimensional form are not fullfilled in fractured
rock. Observations of the fracture geometry and results from
tracer tests indicate that:

the interconnection is small between different frac-
tures. A random-walk step will thus be very large so
that this length scale will be significant compared
to potential flow paths in the geosphere
distances between fractures are comparable to the
scale in which spreading would take place, at least
close to the repository. Thus there are only few flow
paths from plane 1 to plane 2, Fig 20. As an example
one could mention a piece of information that a water
conducting fracture could be found approximately
every 5 m in a rock at a depth of 500 - 1500 m
(Neretnieks 1986)

the spreading process in the geosphere is not
described by a constant (longitudinal) dispersion
coefficient but Dx increases with distance (Ne-
retnieks 1981). This effect can be obtained if the
spreading process is idealized as a pure advective
motion in a large number of parallel tubes without
any interconnections and with random diameters.

Finally results from tracer tests at Stripa could be referred to
as an illustration to spreading processes in fractured rock.
Three boreholes, directed vertically upwards and approximately 75
m long, were made in the tunnel system according to Fig 12.
Injection of non-sorbing tracers took place from nine water
conducting areas (each 2.5m long) in the boreholes and detection
of the tracers was done on tunnel roofs and tunnel walls using
the same arrangement of plastic sheets as for the flow studies
(Abelin 1985). Fig 23 shows injection levels (upper part of the
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figure) and areas in the tunnel where tracers were detected. One
could notice that:

injected tracers from certain areas (not filled
circles) have not reached the tunnel
water reaches the tunnel in many points (among other
in the right part of the lower figure with a high
flow rate) without carrying tracers.

These two observations might indicate the limited interconnection
between different fractures in the rock above the tunnel. Fig 24
shows an effort of mapping the fracture system based on observa-
tions of the fractures on the tunnel wall. Thus it is remarkable
that a tracer, injected in the top injection area in the middle
borehole, has not reached the tunnel although the fracture
through this injection area crosses a number of fractures in
connection with the tunnel. The low density of fractures will in
itself imply a limited interconnection which, however, seems to
be diminished still more by the fact that fractures seem to be
able to cross each other without a hydraulic connection.

Current topics

The discussion above shows that Darcy's law and the dispersion
equation are not very applicable for a description of flow and
dispersion processes in fractured rocks in connection with
leakage from a canister containing spent radioactive fuel. These
relations can only give an average picture of flow and dispersion
whereas in reality very large discrepancies can occur between the
average picture and the distribution of flow and concentrations
for a specific fracture geometry. The main reasons are the
relation between the length scales for the repository, the
nearfield and the fracture system and secondly the limited
interconnection between fractures or expressed in another way -
the geosphere can not be treated as a continuous medium. The
statistical properties of the fractures give rise to large
uncertainties in at least two respects:

boundary values as to the groundwater flow at the
repository and consequently the mass flow of radioac-
tive material
distribution of flows and concentrations in planes in
the geosphere at different distances from the
repository.

A realistic assessment of transport and dispersion of radioactive
material with the groundwater in the geosphere will thus require
that due consideration is given to possible variations or
uncertainties as to the water flow properties of the fracture
system. A possible method is then to describe the flow in the
geosphere on the basis of flows in single fractures which are
hydraulically connected to each other so that a flow in a
fracture system is obtained. The uncertainty in transport and
dispersion processes could then be obtained by a description of
the flow in different, possible realisations (appearances) of the
fracture system. This model philosophy is called the discrete
method.

It should be stressed that the discussion, which resulted in the
requirement of the discrete method, was entirely based on
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grsundwater flow and dispersion of dissolved substances. In
practice the propagation of radioactive substances in the
geosphere is affected by a number of other processes which are
linked to the detailed characteristics of the fracture system.
These processes could hardly be linked to the macro-scale
properties of the rock - i.e. be described as properties per unit
volume of the rock. This condition emphasizes still more the need
for the discrete method. Among the processes one could mention:

sorption of radioactive substances on the fracture
boundaries, a process where the amount of exposed
wall area is important
diffusion of radioactive substances into the micro-
pore structure, where the exposed wall area is
important

movement of colloids, where fracture apertures
probably are important.

Methods for the description of flow in fractured rock by means of
the discrete method have started being studied in different parts
of the world. The principal approach is to simulate the fracture
system so that different, possible appearances of the fracture
geometry in a rock volume can be studied in relation to flow
properties.The generation of a realisation of the fracture system
is based on known or assumed statistical properties (frequency
functions) of the fractures. Single fractures are most often
idealized as two parallel planes with a constant opening (a-
perture) or as tubes with constant diameter. The flow in a
fracture is described as ordinary laminar flow proportional to
the pressure gradient. The studies have primarily been con-
centrated to two-dimensional fracture geometries - among other
things owing to the significantly smaller demand on computer
capacity in comparison with three-dimensional modelling
implying that fractures are visualized as lines.

Such networks are of course not realistic but serve mainly as a
means for a methodology development aiming at a study of three-
dimensional networks. As examples of such studies (two-dimen-
sional) one could mention (Robinson, 1984) and (Long et al,
1987). Fracture characteristics which primarily are described by
different distribution functions are:

density (number of fractures per unit area or unit

volume)
length
orientation
aperture

Fig 25 shows the principle for the generation of networks and
Fig 26 shows an example of a realisation of a two-dimensional
fracture system comprising 65740 fractures in a 100x100 m area
and based on the statistical properties of real fractures. Fig 25
also indicates a method for making the fracture description more
realistic by relating the fractures to different classes - for
instance due to different mechanisms of generation - with
different statistical properties for each class. The simulated
rock volume could also be divided into different subvolumes with
different fracture characteristics.
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The flow in the different fractures in a simulated fracture
system could be calculated if boundary values are defined (for
instance by means of iraput and output pressures). By means of
such exercises different phenomena and conditions have been
illustrated:

the concept of critical density meaning that a
certain minimum fracture denstity is requir« d for any
hydraulic conductivity at all to be established
across a large rock volume

the influence on the result of the scale on intended
field studies of the conductivity. Thus one report
(Herbert et al, 1986) states that in a specific case
the geosphere could be considered as a continuous
medium for length scales larger than ten times the
average fracture length (two dimensions)
the influence of different probability distributions,
boundary values etc on the flow conditions and the
macro-permeability
hydrodynamic dispersion by following a large number
of particles which are assumed to follow the flow in
the fractures passively. When two fractures cross
each other it was supposed (Robinson, 1984) that
complete mixing occurred implying that the number of
particles in the different flow paths from the
crossing was distributed proportionally to the flows
in the different fractures from the crossing.

When simulating a three-dimensional fracture system there is a
number problems in addition which either are new or are worse
compared to the two-dimensional case. An obvious difficulty
concerns the computer capacity. Furthermore the form and orienta-
tion of the fracture planes have to be described. Robinson
(Robinson, 1984) discusses briefly the possibilities for three-
dimensional modelling and points to some further problems which
arise even though the fractures are idealised as rectangular
planes. The flow distribution is difficult to calculate which
among other things is due to the fact that the crossing between
different fracture planes consists (ideally) of line segments.
Between such segments the fracture consists of a two-dimensional
plane in which a complex, two-dimensional flow could take place.
In a two-dimensional simulation, however, the fracture between
the crossings is represented by a one-dimensional tube and thus
the flow is described by a simple relation between discharge and
pressure gradient.

According to informations (Cacas, 1986) studies are in progress
in France on three-dimensional modelling where single fractures
are represented by circular discs with random diameters and
orientations. The problen with the calculation of the flow
distribution between different discs is drastically simplified by
relating the flows to the pressure in the centre of each disc,
Fig 27, independently from the length of the line segment.

Such a detailed description of the flow in fractured rock, which
the discrete method implies, will naturally put a heavy demand on
the knowledge of the hydraulic characteristics of fractures. It
is, however, unrealistic to expect that the real flow pattern
could be determined in a specific rock volume intended for the
repository as the fracture pattern in this rock could never be
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mapped in such detail that a model requires. The modelling
efforts should instead be governed by the assumption that the
real fracture system is a sample of a statistical population ar.d
that the modelled fracture system is another realisation from the
same population. Calculations of the flow and dispersion for
different realisations of the fracture system should then give an
idea of the uncertainty as to the development of the concentra-
tion of radioactive material in the geosphere due to transport
and dispersion by means of the groundwater.

Generation of a model fracture system will thus require a
knowledge of the statistical characteristics of a number of
properties of the fractures such as probability distribution
functions for size, form, orientation, aperture, density. As the
fractures in a rock volume might have been created during
different periods (different conditions) it is probable that the
fractures could be divided into subgroups with different statis-
tical characteristics for each group. It is also probable that
the different properties of a single fractures are not indepen-
dent of each other as the fracture with all its properties is
generated by the same mechanism and at the same time (in a
geological time perspective). One might expect that there is a
correlation between fracture length and conductivity (aperture)
meaning that long fractures would have a better conductivity. The
correlation function should be known for this relation. The
described division of fractures into subgroups could also be
considered as an evidence of a correlation between fracture
properties. Furthermore it is not necesseray that fractures from
one or more of these subgroups are evenly distributed in the rock
volume but could be concentrated to certain subvolumes (Long et
al, 1987). The description of single fractures as consisting of
two parallel planes might also be too simplified. Observations
indicate that the water is flowing in certain parts of the
fracture plane only - so called channels - which is natural as
the fracture apertures in reality change from point to point and
with a necessary contact between the fracture surfaces at
different locations. The flow in a fracture would thus in reality
be of a very complex, two-dimensional nature, Fig 28. This will
of course imply that the flow resistance and the dispersion in a
real fracture will deviate very significantly from the conditions
in an idealized fracture assuming Poiseuille flow. One could of
course try to work with concepts such as an effective, constant
aperture (aperture of an idealized fracture which gives the same
flow as the real fracture for the same pressure gradient) .
Hopefully one should in that case be able to describe the
dispersion using a constant dispersion coefficient. In this way
flow and dispersion in a fracture might be described as a onc-
dimensional Poiseuille flow using the one-dimensional dispersion
equation. It is, however, doubtful, if the assumptions on which
the dispersion equation are based, are fulfilled in a real
fracture considering the channel structure in a fracture (with
limited connectivity between different channels) and the possible
existence of stagnant zones with water. The use of concepts like
effective aperture and dispersion coefficient will of cour.se
imply that an extensive, experimental work has to be performed on
single fractures.

The channel-like flow structure in fractures might also be
important for the hydraulic connection between different frac-
tures and the connectivity and the dispersion. In modelling work
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it is normally assumed that crossing fracture planes have a good
hydraulic connection. One can, however, imagine two fracture
planes crossing each other wilh reduced hydraulic connection uue
to non-overlapping channel structures, Fig 29.

In order to investigate if this fact might influence the flow
pattern a rough estimate will described. Let two ideal fractures
(Poiseuille flows) cross each other with a poor geometrical
connection represented by a connecting cross sectional area which
is a certain fraction a of the fracture cross sectional area,
Fig 30. Let the flow Qö flow from one fracture to the other one
due to a pressure difference Ah. Put

Ah = pj/7 - p2/7

l/7.dp/dx = pressure gradient in the fracture

A - fracture area
b = fracture aperture
H - dynamic viscosity

B = fracture width

Then one obtains for the flow in the fracture Q

Q = l/7.dp/dx.b
3.7.B/(12.M)

and for the flow Q^ (if losses are small):

The idea is now to investigate how h is related to l/7.dp/dx for
a significant flow QQ.

The following data are assumed:

l/7.dp/dx =0.01 m/m
B -= 1 m
b - 10"5 m
M = 10"3 Ns/m2

which - with one fracture like this one per square meter -
approximately corresponds to a flow Q = 0.1 I/year through the
geosphere and a porosity of 10" .

Put

Qo - 0.5.Q
a - 0.01

giving

Ah - 10"10 m H20

This analysis indicates that the poor connection between the
fractures will only give rise to an extremely small pressure
difference Ah even for a large flow Qö. The crossing has a very
good hydraulic connection even if the geometric connection is
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where

poor or - expressed in another way - frictional losses in the
fractures dominate the flow conditions totally.

However, if one supposes that the flow through the connection is
governed by frictional losses and that the connection has the
same width, B, as the fracture but with an aperture a.b one
obtains for the pressure gradient in each case provided the flow
Qo - 0/2:

(l/-y.dp/dx)con - (l/7-dp/dx)frac.l/(2.a
3)

(l/7.dp/dx)con - pressure gradient in the connection

(l/7.dp/dx)£rac - pressure gradient in the main fracture

If Q - 0.01 as before one obtains that

(l/7.dp/dx)con - 500000.(l/7.dp/dx)frac

If the connection is assumed to have a length -\, b the pressure
loss across the connection would correspond to the pressure loss
across a distance of 5 m in the large fracture. This analysis
indicates that a poor geometric connection between the fractures
also gives a poor hydraulic connection and consequently the
properties of the crossings will influence the flow distribution
and dispersion, for instance the dispersion will be smaller for
a poor hydraulic connection. The contradicting results from the
analysis on the importance of crossings for the flow situation in
a fracture system point to the need for experimental studies of
flow and dispersion conditions in a single fracture crossing.

that miEht influence theDiscussion on some physical factors
description of the fracture flow

The description of the flow in fractures is normally (almost
always) based on an assumption that hydraulic gradients generate
the flow and that a linear relation exists between the flow and
the hydraulic pressure gradient. The constant of proportionality
could be calculated either explicitly from assumptions of laminar
flow between parallel plates and a knowledge of fracture aperture
or could be considered as an empirical constant for a more
complex fracture geometry. A number of factors might, however,
make this simple picture more complex - one could think of other
flow generating forces and flow influencing mechanisms.

Coupled flows

A water flow can, beside a difference in hydraulic head, also be
generated by other reasons - and one talks about coupled flows.
Driving forces can be due to gradients of the electric voltage
(electric osmosis) and chemical concentration (normal osmosis) -
i.e. geological media might behave as membranes. The hydraulic

flow due these three driving factors is written (flow in the x-
direction only):

%tot ' * kh.dh/dx + kc/c.dc/dx - kfi.dE/dx

where
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%tot " w a t e r flow per unit area
kn *" hydraulic conductivity
h - pressure level - p/7 + h
kc - coupling coefficient water flow - chemical cone
c - chemical concentration
ke - coupling coefficient vater flow - electric poten-

tial
E - electric potential

According to Mitchell (Mitchell, 1976) the importance is not
entirely known of different possible types of coupled flows in
soil-water-electrolyte-systems. Broadly speaking, however, one
could say that the effect of the hydraulic gradient dominates
completely in non-cohesive soil. Electric osmosis might cause
significant flows in fine granular soils in comparison with flows
induced by hydraulic gradients. Normal osmosis might be important
in strongly active soils with a small porosity. Generally
speaking, however, one could say that the smaller the hydraulic
conductivity is the greater will the relative importance be of
the two coupled flows. The conditions for fractured rocks are
unknown - one should however keep in mind the very low
conductivity of the rock and the possible differences in chemical
concentrations which might occur in the rock fracture water as a
result of disturbances of the flow pattern when constructing the
repository and as a result of corrosion of the canisters and
leakage of radioactive materials. Both factors might cause
significant coupled flows.

As examples of the effect of coupled flows results are shown from
measurements in kaolinite by Olsen (Olsen, 1972). In Fig 31 ̂ /k^
is shown as function of the porosity. If a slab of kaolinite is
considered across which there is a decrease Ah of the hydraulic
potential and with the concentrations C^ and Cg (C^ > Cg) on the
sides of the slab, Fig 32, one obtains for the flows:

v .% _̂iog (vy

where
q^ = flow due to gradient of the hydraulic potential

- flow due to chemical osmosis

With the porosity - 0.5%, AH - 10 cm, CA - 10.Cg one obtains:

% c / % ' -10.1/10 - -1

i.e. the flows are equal but opposite in directions.

Is water a newtonian fluid?

Laminar water movements are normally described assuming that
water is a newtonian fluid, i.e. that there is a direct propor-
tionality between shear stress and velocity gradient. One
consequence is that water starts moving as soon as it is subject
to a pressure gradient or a shear stress. This implies that there
will be a proportionality between discharge and pressure gradient
in large enough tubes or fractures for instance. Such normal
water might be called bulk water and is characterized by the fact
that a certain structure of the water has been able to develop -
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such that that water molecules cling together in large aggrega-
tes. It is, however, probable that water in close contact with
solid boundaries has got other properties - due to an interaction
of forces between the molecules of Lhe surface and water molecul-
es and/or that the closeness of the solid surface will disturb
the normal aggregate structure. This surface effect will most
probably be especially pronounced in a fluid which is as struc-
tured as water is. The closeness of the surface might cause
different viscosity properties so that for instance the water
might be able to stand a certain shear stress without moving
(Bingham fluid). The water in a conducting fracture could thus be
considered as consisting of water close to the surface and bulk
water, Fig 33. If the latter type dominates entirely (large
fracture) the flow might be described as an ordinary newtonian
flow. A decreasing cross sectional flow area should increase non-
newtonian tendencies. Very irregular boundaries, for instance
according to Fig 33c, might enhance these non-newtonian effects
even in apparently large fractures. The assumed channel-like
structure in fractures might be considered as such an irregular
geometry. The knowledge of the hydrodynamic properties of thin
water films is still poor. Clifford (Clifford, 1975) states,
however, in a concluding remark that ...."it is aisu clear that
if water layers thicker than 1 /jm are being considered, it can be
assumed that their properties are those of the bulk liquid. —
-. However, the properties of water in layers between 10 and
10000 Å thickness is not established yet, though recent evidence
indicates that it is likely that the influence on water structure
does not extend to more than 100 Å at most."

The underlying hypothesis - with the above-mentioned discussion
in mind - is that water in the fine fracture system in a "tight"
rock which is aimed at for the repository, does not behave as a
newtonian liquid. One idea is that the gradient of the hydraulic
potential has to surpass a certain threshold before the water
starts moving. This threshold might not be exceeded in natural
conditions deep down in the rock where the pressure gradients
most probably are very small. Field or laboratory measurements
which should illustrate this hypothesis are very difficult - even
impossible - to perform or find from obvious practical reasons.
A survey of experimental data (Neuzil, 1986) concerning the
gradient of the hydraulic potential versus conductivity (Fig 34)
indicates the lack of such data for small gradients (10" * to 10"
) and low conductivities (< 10" - 10 m/s) - conditions which

should be representative for "tight" rocks in nature. One
conclusion is thus that there is no experimental verification of
Darcy's law or cubic laws for common, laminar flow in fractures -
Eq 10 - in a "tight" rock. An application of the laws for flows
with properties according to the lower left part of Fig 34 is
based on assumptions (not proven) that the range of validity of
the laws might be extrapolated.

Laboratory studies on simulated fractures or artificially induced
tension fractures in rock samples have been reported in the
literature. The applied pressure gradient has, however, been so
large at such tests that possible non-newtonian effects such as
threshold values for the shear stress have been "drowned". As
examples on tests one could mention Romm (Romm, 1966) who
simulated fracture flows between smooth glass plates with very
fine apertures (10 - 100 ^m) and superfine apertures (0.25 - 4.3

. He reported that the flow obeyed the cubic law:
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Q/Ah - const.(2.b)3

where

Q - flow
Ah - hydraulic potential difference
2b - fracture aperture

Witherspoon (Witherspoon et al, 1980) studied the flow in
artificially induced fractures in granite, basalt, marble for the
case when the fracture surfaces were more or less in contact with
each other. This was achieved by exposing the sample for external
pressures up to 20 MPa which was not enough for a complete
closure of the fracture but a certain residual flow remained. The
flow through a fracture could be described by:

Q/Ah - const.(2.bd + 2.br)
n

where

Q, Ah as before
b^ - measured fracture aperture
b£ - residual aperture

b^ was in the interval 4 - 250 pm and depended on the applied
pressure. b r and n were determined by means of the experiments
and n was found to be = 3.04 while b r was in the interval 5 - 10
/im (granite). It could be mentioned that Ah was of the order of
0.5 - 20 m H2O for a fracture length of approximately 0.1 m, i.e.
the hydraulic pressure gradient was of the order of 5 - 200. Fig
35 shows an example of the fracture aperture b = b^ + br versus
Q/Ah for a cylindrical granite sample, diameter 0.15 m, with a
horizontal fracture into which water was injected in a vertical
hole in the center of the sample and with radial discharge.

Fig 36 shows an example on the relation between Q/Ah and applied
pressure for a circular sample.

Gale (Gale, 1982) reports on measurements on natural and artifi-
cial fractures in granite with almost the same experimental
technique as Witherspoon and Iwai used - the difference was that
a higher normal pressure was used and that the water discharge
was measured at the entrance to the fracture (thus eliminating
the effect of evaporation). The fractures were described in the
same way as mentioned earlier (b^ + br) where br was determined
for different normal pressures (7 - 30 MPa). Fig 37 shows
experimental results for the fracture flow with 30 MPa as a
reference point for br>

It is obvious that the cubic law is not valid for small, normal-
ized flows. Fig 38 shows measurements on natural fractures where
different reference points for b r have been chosen. The results
indicate that the deviation from the cubic law increases with
increasing normal stress as a basis for the br-determination.

The above-mentioned survey of the nature of fracture flows thus
shows in the first place that it is very difficult to perform
experiments which are representative for natural conditions and
secondly that laboratory tests - not quite representative - do
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not give a decisive answer as to the validity of the cubic law.
A possible alternative strategy for the study of the nature of
natural fracture flows could be based on a determination of the
age of fracture water in combination with an evaluation of
transport paths and transport times from the event of infiltra-
tion. In this way one might perhaps be able to draw a conclusion
concerning the motion of deeply located fracture water - is it
more or less stagnant or do its motions obey the normal hydrody-
namic laws.

Temperature gradients

Heat release in the repository due to radioactive processes could
significantly increase the temperature of the rock and of the
water. Thus it is stated (Tarandi, 1983) that the temperature
rise at the repository might amount to 20° - 50 p C during a
10.000-year period. In Fig 39 some examples are shown on calcu-
lated temperature conditions in the rock at different times.
Significant temperature changes can obviously occur in the rock
volume from the surface down to several thousand meters. The
temperature rise could most probably introduce significant
buoyancy forces on the groundwater in the fractures (forces which
do not exist in the absence of a repository) and consequently
strongly affect the groundwater movements both in the vicinity of
the repository and regionally. In order to illustrate the effect
of the temperature rises a comparison is made of the magnitude of
the different forces acting on a water element, volume dV, in a
fracture.

Buoyancy force U due to an increased temperature of the water in
comparison with ambient groundwater. It is assumed that ambient
groundwater has the temperature 20° C:

p2Qo - 998.2 kg/m3

p 5 0o - 988.2 kg/m3 (30° heating)

Thus
3A A 1 f\

U - g.Ap.dV - g.lO.dV N

Driving: force due to the regional hydraulic gradient:

F - 5p/6x.dV

where

o
p - P-g-h - hydraulic pressure (N/m )
x - horizontal direction

Suppose that the hydraulic gradient is:

- p.g.6h/5x - p.g.lO"J

giving

U/F - g.lO.dV/(p.g.lO"3.dV) - 10

From this result a number of conclusions can be drawn:
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1. For small hydraulic gradients (for instance 1 m in
1000 m as in the above-mentioned example) the
buoyancy force might dominate and thus generate an
upwards directed groundwater flow below and above the
repository

2. Increasing temperature will also mean that the
conductivity of the fractures will increase because
this is inversely proportional to the viscosity of
the water. At 50° C H^Q - 0.5.^20 implying an
increase of the conductivity by a factor two which
will enhance the flow and change the flow pattern

3. Let us further assumes that the fracture system is
anisotropic with a larger conductivity in the
vertical direction than in the horizontal direction.
In the case of undisturbed, regional groundwater flow
the higher vertical conductivity will probably imply
that hydrostatic conditions will prevail in vertical
sections of the rock, i.e. the regional groundwater
flow is approximately horizontal. However, if
temperature induced buoyancy forces will become
significant the water might move "fast" upwards due
to the larger conductivity in this direction.

These three factors might thus be important in changing the
magnitude and pattern of the groundwater flow at the repository
before and after a storage of radioactive material, Fig U0. A
possible consequence is that the water passing the repository
will reach the surface quicker.

Data requirements for groundwater flow calculations

Application of a discrete model (when type and structure is
determined) for flow and dispersion calculations in a specific
rock volume will require a lot of data of different kinds.
Grossly speaking these data could be divided into four classes:

data which describes the flow paths, i.e. the
geometrical and hydraulic properties of the fracture
system.
data which describes the change in time and space of
the driving forces. This is mainly a question of the
hydraulic gradient at large depth.

data which are attached to the description of the
supply of radioactive material from the rtpository to
the geosphere.
data which are attached to the model itself.

In the following paragraphs some aspects of the first two points
are discussed.

As for the fracture characteristics knowledge is required in at
least two different scales. In the small scale data is required
on the geometry of single fractures (aperture as a function of
location in the fracture) as well as on the crossing between
single fractures. In the large scale information is needed on
fracture lengths, fracture apertures (effective aperture for
instance), fracture orientations, fracture frequencies etc. As
has been mentioned earlier the discrete model should be used in
conjunction with a probabilistic description of the fracture
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system implying that distribution functions for different proper-
ties have to be known as well as correlation functions between
certain properties. It is furthermore possible (probable) that
fracture characteristics are site-specific due to different
geological histories implying that data obtained from different
areas of investigation not necessarily can be assumed to belong
to the same statistical population. A further aspect on fracture
data is - considering the long time spans which are involved in
spreading calculations - that data could change in time due to
subsidence, rock movements, chemical precipitation etc.

Certain studies have been performed concerning gathering of data
on fracture characteristics based on observations and measure-
ments in drifts with boreholes - for instance in a granite body
in Fanay-Augere in France (Cacas,1986), (Lassagne, 1983). Mapping
of the drift walls has provided information on fracture lengths
and fracture densities. It should be stressed that these measure-
ments concern fracture characteristics in two dimensions - i.e.
surface properties. Studies on core samples have provided the
base for statistics on fracture orientations. The statistics of
fracture apertures were studied partly by direct, geometrical in-
situ measurements of fractures in the core samples and p-irtly by
injection tests in isolated parts (by means of packers located at
least 2.5 m from each other) of the boreholes. The analysis
(Long, 1987) was based on an assumption that fractures could be
considered as consisting of two parallel planes and that the
fractures were of unlimited extent.

It should be observed that the outcome of an injection test at
best could be the combined conductivity (or transmissivity) of
all the fractures that cross the test interval. In order to get
an idea of the apertures of the single fractures a theoretical
transmissivity was calculated on the basis of the direct,
geometrical measurements of the apertures. The two transmis-
sivities were then used for a reduction of the measured, single
apertures with a constant factor. The state-of-the-art of the
knowledge concerning fracture characteristics should not be dealt
with further here - this will be done later in a special report.
However, one could observe that a certain knowledge exists at
least concerning the large-scale properties of fractures but that
a lot remains to be done. In the following paragraphs some views
are given on investigations already performed. Besides some
methods are also indicated for gaining more information:

as has been mentioned above the knowledge on fracture
density, fracture lengths is of a two-dimensional
nature. In reality the volumetric fracture density
and the form and extent of the fractures (not only
the trace which is visible on a tunnel wall) must of
course be known. Such data are very important - and
should probably be known with a good accuracy -
together with fracture orientations in order to get
an idea of the interconnectivity between different
fractures and thus the possibility for long, con-
nected flow paths to exist. It is possiV n that the
areal properties of the fractures could be correlated
with the volume properties but this is not known so
far.

the calculation of equivalent fracture apertures on
the basis of water injection techniques is as;;oci ated
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with a number of assumptions and uncertainties (see
also the above-mentioned french studies referred to).
One difficulty is that several fracture planes might
exist in the isolated interval of the borehole. Even
if only one fracture plane exists interpretation
problems are associated with the measurement. Thus it
is uncertain which rock volume that is affected by
the measurement. The evaluation requires that a
distance from the borehole to be defined where the
pressure level is unaffected by the applied pressure
in the borehole (isolated part) - (Hsieh, 1983). It
is also possible that one or more fractures in the
affected rock volume cross the fracture plane into
which water is injected whereby the conductivity
increases more or less drastically so that too large
an effective aperture is ascribed to the studied
fracture. A viewpoint of more practical nature is
also the fact that the fractures might be clogged
when drilling the hole which might cause an underes-
timation of the conductivity.

it is obvious that further knowledge is required on
the three-dimensional properties of the fracture
patterns. One possibility is of course to drill >.
large number of holes in a limited rock volume and
make accurate studies of borecores and a large number
of hydraulic tests (different types of injection
tests spatially very limited). Beside the fact that
such a method is expensive and time consuming it is
of course out of the question at a proposed reposito-
ry. A possible approach would be to use existing
hydraulic methods for the determination of per-
meability in large rock volumes - methods which are
based on a consideration of the rock volume as a
porous, homogeneous material and which thus can not
explicitly reveal anything about the properties of
single fractures. If, however, the results from such
hydraulic methods (cross-hole test for instance) are
interpreted by means of a three-dimensional fracture
model - which naturally will be based on a number of
simplifications and assumptions concerning the frac-
tures - it is possible that an iterative process -
modification of the model, comparison between
computations and measurements - could provide
further, reliable information on the fracture
pattern. It is important that such a model can
simulate the external conditions for the measurement,
for instance the boreholes which are drilled for the
test and injections which are made in isolated parts
of the borehole. This is because a borehole could be
considered as a giant fracture and will thus sig-
nificantly influence the pressure conditions in the
rock

methods have been elaborated (Olsson, I986) for
studying fractures in rock using radar techniques,
whereby radar pulses r.re emitted from one borehole
and either are detected in the same borehole (reflex-
ion method) or are detected in another borehole
(cross-hole measurement). As the radar pulses are
affected (attenuated/reflected) primarily by water in
the rock water bearing fractures will be detected.
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According to Olsson (Olsson, 1986) reflective
measurements might detect fracture zones situated
more than 100 m from the borehole. If reflective
measurements could be performed from two or more
boreholes there is a possibility to determine the
location and orientation of the fracture zone. Cross-
hole measurements could be performed for distances up
to 300 m between the holes. When the two boreholes
are situated in the same plane tomographic analysis
can be performed meaning that both transmitter and
receiver are displaced successively. In this way a
large number of measurements are obtained with
different locations relative to each other for the
transmitter and the receiver. By using correlation
techniques rock properties (water contents) can be
mapped in the plane, Fig 41, and thus water bearing
and dry areas of the rock respectively. The radar
technique thus seems to have a good potential to
contribute with three-dimensional information on
certain large-scale properties of fractures - extent,
density orientation. A combination of classical
hydraulic tests and radar measurements complemented
with a simulation of the measurements in a three-
dimensional discrete model might iteratively con-
tribute significantly to an increased knowledge of
the flow in fractures and to realistic, discrete
models.

As far as the small scale concerns very little is known about the
geometry of single, natural fractures. It is true that studies
have been performed on the effective aperture of fractures but it
is obvious that the flow in single fractures is much more complex
(referring to hypotheses on channeling flow paths for instance) .
In order to understand the nature of this flow it is necessary to
know the aperture distribution h(x,y) (x,y — coordinates of the
fracture plane). According to some information certain measure-
ments are reported by Gentier (Gentier, 1986). The flow condi-
tions in single fractures are thus very important for several
processes which directly affect the spreading velocity of
radioactive material. Among these processes one could mention
dispersion (which mainly depends on the velocity distribution and
thus the flow pattern in a fracture), adsorption on the the
fracture surfaces and diffusion into the rock matrix. As to the
last two processes they are directly depending on the size of the
contact area between fracture water and fracture surface and
probably also the ratio between moving and stagnant water in a
fracture.

Calculation of the flow distribution in a fracture system
requires that flow variables are defined on the boundary of the
computational area. Normally the pressure head level is given -
a variable that is possible to measure in the field by drilling
boreholes in which the water levels - and thus the unaffected
pressure head level which is tacitly understood - are determined.

The interpretation of such borehole data is, however, doubtful if
hydrostatic conditions do not prevail in vertical sections in the
rock. In that case the borehole will act as a strong disturbance
of the fracture structure whereby differences of pressure heads
at different geometrical levels in the borehole will be equa-
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lized. The use of the level of the water surface solely - for
instance at boundaries to the computational area - will thus
imply in the first place that one supposes that hydrostatic
conditions prevail and consequently primarily horizontal ground-
water flow. In the second place the water surface level repre-
sents some kind of (disturbed) average value of the pressure head
distribution across the borehole depth, which might cause that
pressure head gradients at the 500 m level for instance (es-
timated on the basis of several borehole measurements) are either
underestimated or overestimated. Measurements in Fjällveden,
Sweden (Ahlbom et al, 1983) indicate the above-mentioned pressure
head variations. The ground water pressure has been determined on
different levels (mostly within 25 m intervals, isolated by means
of packers) by two different methods - water injection with a
subsequent pressure decrease phase and a continuous registration
of the pressure during a long time (order of month) respectively.
Fig 42 shows an example of measurements of the fracture frequency
and the deviation from hydrostatic pressure head distribution in
a borehole. In the first place one could notice that 25 m
intervals are large compared to the fracture frequency implying
that many fractures are short-circuited in such an interval.
These measurements are thus not quite representative for the
pressure heads in single factures. Secondly the measurements
indicate that there is too low a pressure in the rock at the
borehole which might be interpreted as an effect of downward
water movements. One conclusion of this brief discussion on
pressure head levels in fractured rock is that field measurements
are difficult to perform and interpret but at the same time
essential to gather in order to get realistic data on driving
forces for the water movements in the fractures. The interpreta-
tion of measurements of pressure head levels in a borehole might
be improved if the boreholes and isolation of one or more
intervals in the borehole were simulated in a three-dimensional
fracture model by analogy with the discussion earlier on measure-
ments of fracture properties.

Conclusions

In this report some basic aspects on model types, physical
processes, determination of parameters have been discussed in
relation to a description of flow and dispersion processes in
fractured rocks. As far as model types concern it has been shown
that Darcy's law and the dispersion equation are not especially
applicable. These equations could only describe an average
situation of flow and spreading while in reality very large
deviations could exist between an average situation and the flow
and concentration distribution for a certain fracture geometry.
The reason for this is primarily the relation between the length
scales for the repository and the near field and the fracture
system respectively and the poor connectivity between fractures
or expressed in another way - the geosphere can not be treated as
a continuous medium. The statistical properties of the fractures
and the fracture geometry cause large uncertainties in at least
two respects:

boundary conditions as to groundwater flow at the
repository and thus the mass flow of radioactive
material
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distribution of flows and concentrations in planes in
the geosphere on different distances from the reposi-
tory.

A realistic evaluation of transport and spreading of radioactive
material by the groundwater in the geosphere thus requires that
the possible variation or uncertainty of the water conducting
characteristics of the fracture system is considered. A possible
approach is then to describe flow in the geosphere on the basis
of the flow in single fractures which are hydraulically connected
to each other so that a flow in a fracture system is obtained.
The uncertainty of transport and dispersion processes would then
be obtained by a description of the flow in different, possible
realizations of the fracture system. This model philosophy is
called the discrete method and requires knowledge partly of a
number of different fracture characteristics and their statisti-
cal variations and partly of the nature of the flow in single
fractures. It is observed that two-dimensional modelling of
fracture systems is performed to a certain degree but an exten-
sion to a more realistic three-dimensional modelling runs into a
number of theoretical and practical problems - such as the
possibility to obtain fracture data in three dimensions, computer
capacity, the difficulty to describe the complex flow pattern
between two crossing fractures even if they are idealized. It is
also observed that the flow in single fractures is complex -
possibly with a channel-like structure - and that the flow
resistance does not correspond to the assumption on Poiseuille
flow. It might be possible to work with empirical quantities such
as an effective aperture. As far as dispersion in single frac-
tures concerns the conditions for the common transport-dispersion
equation are probably not fulfilled - i.e. it is not possible to
use a constant dispersion coefficient. Finally it should be
stressed that the real conditions at the crossing of two frac-
tures have to be studied as this might affect the hydraulic
contact.

The discussion on physical processes which might influence the
flow description in single fractures has been concentrated to
three aspects - factors driving the flow besides the ordinary
hydraulic gradient, the viscous properties of water in a very
small space (such as a fracture), the influence on the flow of
heat release from the repository because of thermally induced
density differences. It is observed that there is a lack of
knowledge on these aspects while it is possible that all three
factors might affect the flow significantly.

As to the data needs for flow calculations in a fractured rock it
is stressed that information on fractures crudely can be divided
into two scales. In the large scale concerning fracture den-
sities, lengths, orientations etc certain studies are performed
in two dimensions, but the transfer of this knowledge to three
dimensions is difficult. Futhermore different classical hydraulic
tests are made, the results of which are difficult to interpret
in terms of fracture properties. The idea is put forward to use
three-dimensional (even rather idealized) fracture models for the
interpretation of such tests in order to interactively improve
the knowledge on the nature of three-dimensional fractures. New
measurement techniques - based on radar technology for instance -
can provide further valuable volume information. In the small
scale - single fractures - very little is known about the flow
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conditions. It is important to gather field data on the aperture
distribution in single fractures and about the nature of the
flow. At the same time studies should be pursued on numerical
simulation of single fractures and fracture crossings and the
flow in these fractures. Such studies could form a base for more
or less simplified descriptions of transport and dispersion in
single fractures. This in conjunction with large-scale knowledge
on fracture properties will make it possible to develop realis-
tic, three-dimesional models of flow in fractured rock. Finally
it is stressed that it is difficult to interpret pressure head
measurements in boreholes in order to obtain boundary data on the
driving hydraulic forces on the flow in undisturbed rock.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional net of conduits
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Figure 3. Possible relation between conductivity and inves
tigated volume of a porous medium
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Figure 4. Effect of large-scale inhomogeneities
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Figure 5. "Porous" medium consisting of parallel tubes of equal
size randomly distributed in the cross section
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Figure 8. Experimental setup with a porous medium consisting of
many layers of spherical perspex spheres (after Dybbs
et al, 1984)
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Figure 9. Measurement of axial velocity in the pores in a
section of the perspex sphere medium according to
Figure 8 (after Dybbs et al, 1984)
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Figure 10. Pore water velocities in a porous medium with a
finite distribution of pore sizes

groundwater
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Figure 11. Copper canisters

Figure 12. Determination of the flow in approximately 400
sections in a tunnel system - the STRIPA-project
(after Abelin et al, 1985)
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Figure 13. Corrosion and spreading into a fracture plane in the
rock in the vicinity of a canister
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Figure 14. Poiseuille flow in a fracture with the aperture b
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Figure 15. Darcy-flow passing the repository
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Figure 16. Flow conditions in pores causing dispersion

in reality pores

Figure 17. 2-D dispersion in a porous medium from a line source
according to the dispersion equation. The concentra-
tion distribution in the pores is shown to the far
right
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Figure 18. Different realizations of a stepwise movement of a
particle. During each time step T the particle moves
the distance Ax = U.r + £ where £ is an independent
random variable
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Figure 19. Particle movements with independent movements
between themselves in x- and y-direction
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Figure 20. Dispersion of particles in a porous medium. Neigh-
bouring streamlines (point A) are strongly divergent
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Figure 21. Dispersion of a pollutant from a point source to a
plane which is located in a short distance from the
source in relation to the random walk scale. Com-
parison with the case when the dispersion equation
is applicable
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Figure 22. Comparison between a gaussian distribution and a
distribution fjr the sum of N = 10 and N = 50
independent random variables respectively, each with
an exponential distribution (after Robinson, 1984)
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Figure 23. Injection of non-sorbing tracers at different levels
(upper figure) in 75 m long boreholes and detection
of tracers in the tunnel system (after Abelin et al,
1985)



Figure 24. Attempt of mapping water conducting fracture systems
above the tunnel depicted in Fig 23 (after Abelin
et al, 1985)
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Figure 25. Example of the principle of simulating a fracture
system with two different sets of fractures (after
Long et al, 1987)



Figure 26. Example of a generation of a two-dimensional
fracture system in a 100 x 100 m region containing
a total of 65470 fractures (after Long et al, 1987)
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disc

crossings with
other discs

Figure 27. Crossings between circular discs. A simplified
calculation of the flow between two discs only uses
the center pressures (P^ - P2) and (P3 - P, ) respec-
tively

Figure 28. Idealized flow in a fracture (left) and a potential,
real flow due to varying fracture aperture (right)

channels
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Figure 29. A principal example of the crossing of two fracture
planes with a poor hydraulic connection
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Figure 30. Two fractures crossing each other. The hydraulic
connection is represented by an aperture aA between
the fractures
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Figure 31. Example of coefficients for coupled flows in
kaolinite (after Olsen, 1972)
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kaolinite

Figure 32. Slice of kaolinite with a difference in the hydrau-
lic potential and different chemical concentrations
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Figure 33. Water affected by solid surface (\\\\\) and bulk
water ( ) respectively (after Clifford, 1975)
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HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, m/s
Plot of measured hydraulic conductivity versus the hydraulic gradient or range of gradients used to obtain the

measurement. Tests were steady flow unless noted. Data are from (1) Morro* et al. [1981]; (2) Young et a!. [1964]; (3) Lin
[1978] (hydraulic transient test), (4) Brace et at. [1968] (quasi-steady test): (5) Ohte [1951a]; (6) Trimmer et al. [1980]
(hvdraulic transient test); (7) Silva et al [1981]; (8) Pearson and Lister [1973]; (9) Overman et al. [1968] (quasi-steady test);
( 1 0 l PiKinskii a n d S e i h e n o n [ 1 9 7 7 ] , ( 1 1 ) Olsen [ 1 9 6 6 ] ; ( 1 2 ) v o n Engelhurt and Tunn [ 1 9 5 5 ] , ( 1 3 ) F t : t k e and Cnpeland
[ 1 9 3 1 ] ; ( 1 4 ) F a n c h e r e t al. [ 1 9 3 3 ] , ( 1 5 ) M e i n z e r and Fishel [ 1 9 3 4 ] a n d Fishel [ 1 9 3 5 ] ; ( 1 6 ) K h a r a k a and Smalley [ 1 9 7 6 ] .

Figure 34. Experimental studies on groundwater flow (after
Neuzil, 1986)
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Figure 35. Measured aperture as a function of flow and pressure
drop for a granite sample (after Witherspoon et al,
1980)
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Figure 36. Effect of applied pressure a on the flow through an
artificially induced fracture (after Iwai, 1976)
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Figure 37. Normalized flow in an artificially induced fracture
in granite. Residual aperture b determined at 30
MPa normal pressure (after Gale, 1982)
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Figure 38. Normalized flow in a natural fracture in granite.
The effect of different normal pressures for the
determination of the residual aperture (after Gale,
1982)
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Figure 39. Calculated temperature increase in the rock due to
the repository with a one-plane design (after
Tarandi, 1983)
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Figure 40. Fundamental effect of an increased temperature in
the rock
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Figure 41. Rock characteristics in a plane between two borehol-
es, F4 and F5, obtained by tomographic analysis. The
degree of blackening is a measure of attenuation -
dark areas correspond to fracture zones of poor rock
(after Olsson, 1986)
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Det svenska kärnkraftprogrammet
Efter folkomröstningen om kärnkraft 1980 beslutade riksdagen att den svenska
kärnkraften skall vara avvecklad senast år 2010 och att antalet reaktorer skulle
begränsas till 12 stycken. Sedan år 1985 är samtliga dessa reaktorer i drift vid
kärnkraftverken i Barsebäck, Forsmark, Oskarshamn och Ringhals. I juni 1988
beslutade riksdagen om riktlinjer fbr en s k förtida avveckling vilka bl a innebär
att en reaktor i Barsebäck och en i Ringhals skall tas ur drift åren 19S5 och 1996.
Vilka reaktorer som skall tas ur drift och i vilken ordningsföljd skall enligt
planerna beslutas av riksdagen år 1990.

Olika slag av radioaktivt avfall
Under driften vid ett kärnkraftverk uppkommer olika slag av radioak-
tivt avfall. Man skiljer mellan lågaktivt avfall, medelaktivt avfall och
högaktivt avfall.

Högaktivt avfall utgörs framför allt
av använt kärnbränsle dvs bränsle-
element i vilka så mycket av de klyv-
bara atomerna är förbrukade att
elementen inte längre är användba-
ra. Det använda bränslet värms dock
fortfarande av sin radioaktivitet och
måste kylas. Det lagras därför i sär-
skilda vattenbassänger i reaktorbygg-
naden under minst ett år. Därefter
fraktas det på det specialbyggda far-
tyget Sigyn till ett mellanlager, Cl AB
(Centralt mellanlager för använt
bränsle), som ligger vid Oskarshamns
kärnkraftverk. Eftersom strålnivån
är mycket hög transporteras brän-
slet i specialbyggda transportbehål-
lare. Behållarna har tjocka väggar av
stål för att skydda personalen och
omgivningen från skadlig strålning
och bränslet från transportskador.

Låg- och medelaktivt avfall från
den löpande driften vid kärnkraft-
verken kallas med ett gemensamt
namn för radioaktivt driftavfall.
Driftavfall l består dels av material-
och metallskrot, isoleringsmattor,
kläder och liknande som använts
inom de s k kontrollerade områdena
på kärnkraftverken, dels av filter-
massor som använts för att fånga
upp radioaktiva ämnen i reaktorvatt-
net. Det lågaktiva avfallet har så låg
strålnivå att det kan hanteras utan
särskilda skyddsåtgärder. Det för-
packas i plastsäckar eller plåttun-
nor. För att hantera det medelaktiva
avfallet fordras däremot vissa skydds-
åtgärder. Det gjuts in i betong eller
asfalt.

Våren 1988 togs SFR (Slutförvar för
radioaktivt driftavfall) i bruk. SFR
är nedsprängt under havsbotten i
närheten av Forsmarks kärnkraft-
verk. Allt driftavfall liksom låg- och
medelaktivt rivningsavfall skall en-
ligt företagens planer slutförvaras i
SFR.

ICLAB placeras bränslet i bassänger
i bergrum. Enligt nuvarande planer
skall bränslet förvaras i CLAB i minst
40 år. Under denna tid avtar radioak-
tiviteten och därmed även värmen i
bränslet. Det innebär att bränslet
blir lättare att hantera och slutförva-
ra.



Statens kärnbränslenämnd, SKN
är en central förvaltningsmyndighet

En av kärnbränslenämndens huvuduppgifter är att granska kärnkraftföreta-
gens forsknings- och utvecklingsprogram för hantering och slutlig förvaring av
det använda kärnbränslet och för rivning av kärnkraftverken. Nämnden över-
vakar också fortlöpande hur kärnkraftföretagen genomför programmet. För att
kunna fullgöra denna uppgift följer nämnden den internationella forsknings-
verksamheten inom området och tar initiativ till sådan forskning som behövs för
nämndens tillsynsverksamhet. Nämndens forskning har dels en naturveten-
skaplig/teknisk inriktning, dels en samhällsvetenskaplig inriktning. Resulta-
ten från denna forskning publiceras i serien SKN Rapporter. En förteckning
över utgivna rapporter finns i slutet av varje publikation.

En annan av nämndens huvuduppgifter är att sköta frågor som gäller finansie-
ringen inom kärnavfallsområdet. Varje år beräknar nämnden storleken på de
avgifter som skall tas ut av kärnkraftföretagen för att täcka kostnaderna för
avfallshanteringen nu och i framtiden. Förslaget till avgifter för det kommande
året redovisas i SKN PLAN, som lämnas till regeringen före oktober månads
utgång.

Kärnbränslenämnden har också ansvar för att allmänheten får insyn i det
arbete som bedrivs för att kunna slutförvara det använda kärnbränslet på ett
säkert sätt. I serien SLUTFÖRVARING AV ANVÄNT KÄRNBRÄNSLE kom-
mer nämnden att fortlöpande publicera korta informationsskrifter kring dessa
frågor. Hittills har följande skrifter givits ut:

1. Synpunkter på 1986 år forskningsprogram

2. Hur finansieras kärnkraftens avfall?

3. Hur väljer vi en lämplig plats för ett slutförvar?

4. Radioaktivt avfall: teknik och politik i sex länder
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